Water Closets
A glass-walled water closet allows light to pass through and
gives your bathroom an open and expanded feel. Glass is thinner
than conventionally framed walls and waterproof so a shower
enclosure can be situated adjacent to the closet — resulting in a
better utilization of available space. One popular design situates
the toilet on one side and the shower opposite, accessed by
separate frontal doors and forming a “T”. Other creative options
include acid-etched glass, and printed-on-glass lower privacy
areas that enhance the beauty of the space while adding visual
interest. For larger bathrooms, such as those incorporating “his”
and “hers” separate bathroom areas, a spectacular long clear
glass partition is a particularly striking option.

Water closet and bidet area, glass room application.
The door can open in or out for convenience, vents
can be added as shown in the large panel.

If this bathroom used conventional sheet rock walls, the openness and light would have been
blocked. This shows great utilization of space using the ”T” method of glass to create shower
and water closet areas. Also shown are acid etch privacy window covers, hinged for exterior
window access.

Sliding barn door style single panel can slide for shower or
water closet use - creating ultimate use of space, where
perhaps a swing door couldn’t be accommodated.

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS*

To ensure the utmost in safety, all tempered safety
glass is compliant with all ANSI and consumer
product safety commission specifications, as well as
the even more stringent SGCC specifications.

Clear glass is available in 3/8” or 1/2” thickness.
Privacy and decorative glass options are also
available. Can upgrade to StarphireTM ultraclear glass and/or VistaShield® low-maintenance
coating.

Framing options include high-quality 6463T5 aluminum alloy, or brilliantly plated over
real brass. We have channels and hardware
options to meet all styles and price points.

All exposed glass edges are polished.
Visit one of our
showrooms or call

800.633.3667

STRATFORD Headquarters
260 Hathaway Drive
Stratford, CT 06615

NORWALK

651 Connecticut Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06854

EASTCHESTER

447 White Plains Road
Eastchester, NY 10709

*Upcharge applies.

